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My recent mission trip to Bolivia was very enlightening and afforded me the opportunity to evaluate the 

possibility of a Total Knee initiative in Cochabamba and Santa Cruz. After significant deliberation the 

project can be successful and offer a service to the poor which has the potential to be transformational. 

An evaluation of this sort requires an analysis of several factors including facilities, personnel, 

equipment, and logistics.  

Facilities 

The public hospitals in both Cochabamba and Santa Cruz are not capable of supporting the proposed 

undertaking for several reasons. At the core is a culture that is not motivated to turn over cases quickly 

which would be required to maximize this programs potential. The facilities are quite old and the staff 

awareness of sterile technique was a concern. This program would work best with 2 available OR’s.  

Personnel 

The orthopaedic surgeons that I met in both sites were terrific individuals and capable surgeons. They 

seemed to have a true concern for our target population. The ideal situation would involve 2 US 

orthopedic surgeons, 2 anesthesiologists or CRNA’s, 2 surgical techs familiar with total knee 

arthroplasty, and 2 OR nurses. In addition a rep from the company supplying the components would be 

an asset as would a physical therapist. The program would involve a Bolivian surgeon and a US surgeon 

working as a team on each case. This would promote a collegial partnership and facilitate the follow up 

that is essential to the success of the program. 

Equipment 

The equipment needs are substantial and include implants, the implants sets, CPM Machines, disposable 

items, basic surgical instruments, bone cement, antibiotics, pain medications, suture, tourniquets, and 

power equipment. I have started to develop a list of necessary equipment. The question to be answered 

is what equipment at the chosen hospitals can be used? I am meeting with a Stryker rep on 13 Oct and 

have had some preliminary discussions with a Smith & Nephew rep as well. 

Logistics 

There are many elements in logistics. First there is the matter of accumulating the necessary equipment 

and then transporting it to Bolivia. The inventory needed will be substantial in order to perform the goal 

of 20 Total Knees during a mission (4 per day).  



Identification and the work up of patients is another concern. Ideally the Bolivian surgeons would 

identify acceptable patients. Solidarity personnel in both cities could help with pre-op teaching, sending 

X-rays to the US for pre-mission evaluation if possible. Histories, pre-op labs, EKG’s, and CXR’s could be 

forwarded via e-mail for review prior to the mission.  

Once in Bolivia, the team would meet the patients and confer with our Bolivian colleagues. Perhaps a 

teaching day with residents could be arranged as well. Surgeries would occur Monday thru Friday. With 

2 rooms and 2 surgeons a goal of 20 cases is very realistic. 

Post Op care would be coordinated with our Bolivian colleagues. Ideally we would share protocols with 

them well in advance to insure uniformity in care which is essential to a total joint program. This would 

include physical therapy, antibiotic duration, pain management (Bolivians seem much tougher than 

Americans), and anticoagulation to minimize risk of DVT. 

The post-operative evaluation schedule would be developed as well to complement our proposed study 

of program efficacy 

 

In summary, the success of the program will require much preparation and communication before the 

mission begins. I think a mission should focus on one city at a time as the movement of equipment 

would be very difficult.  


